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Tree Inspector News & Upcoming Events
New Tree Inspector Cards in the Mail
MN DNR is sending out your sparkly new MN Certified Tree Inspector cards. These
went out to all those folks who recertified during 2017. While the vast majority have
gone out already, there are a number of cards that DNR is still working to get in the
mail as soon as possible. So if you haven’t received your card yet, sit tight. We would
suggest contacting DNR at MNTreeInspect.DNR@state.mn.us if you have not received your new card by mid-January.

56th Annual Minnesota Shade Tree Short Course
Dates: March 13-14, 2018
Location: Bethel University, Arden Hills
Registration is now open for the 2018 Minnesota Shade Tree Short Course. Last year,
there were around 365 MN Certified Tree Inspectors who recertified at STSC. This totaled around one quarter of all attendees to the course.

Register for the 2018 MN Shade Tree Short Course

U of M trialing new online recertification delivery
In hopes of staying current both in regards to content and technology, the University of
Minnesota’s branch of the Certified Tree Inspector Program has launched an online
recertification course. The 2017 course focused on managing Emerald ash borer at the
municipal level. Going forward, new course offerings will focus on various topics with 12 new online recertification courses per year. If you have any interest in enrolling in an
online recertification course, you can request access by submitting the Electronic
Recertification Request Form found on the MN Tree Inspector Recertification options
page. Questions about this option can be sent to treesins@umn.edu.

TreeIQ Featured Tree Inspector, Autumn 2017
Mark Schnobrich
Hutchinson, MN
I first met Mark Schnobrich (aka, Schnubby)
twenty-five years ago this past October at a
Minnesota Shade Tree Advisory Committee

(MnSTAC) monthly meeting at the old Minnesota Department of Agriculture building in
Saint Paul. He noted that it took him 90
minutes to drive to the meeting that morning,
which was about average since the meetings
were cleverly timed to coincide with the
greatest number of vehicles on the road during morning rush hour. I remember wondering if he did this every month? Turns out, he
did and continued to for many years.
Mark is our featured Tree Inspector for this
issue, and he is truly worthy of the nod. He
has been a driving force for urban forestry in
Hutchinson, in Minnesota and nationally.
You’re going to enjoy this totally unique interview as only Mark could respond.
- Gary Johnson, Forest Resources, UMN

Mark Schnobrich “Schnubby” and friend.

TIQ: How long have you been a MN Certified Tree Inspector?
In the spring of 1976, I became a certified tree inspector for the City of Eagan, Minnesota. It has
been continuous since then, so 41 years.

TIQ: What is your educational background?
Before Gary Johnson? Yes, there was a tree program in Minnesota. However, community forestry
was not talked about too much back then in Minnesota. So, not having a degree program based on
community forestry at the University of Minnesota back then, I received a BS degree in Forest Resources from the University of Minnesota in 1977.
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TIQ: What have been the greatest challenges for MN Tree Inspectors during your tenure?
I think it was getting communities, especially small communities, convinced that dedicating existing
staff people to community trees was a worthwhile venture. Fred or Alice already took care of the
trees and there was no need to have them take time to study and actually take a test to become certified. Seeing communities take on more and more tree inspectors was a significant step forward for
urban forestry in Minnesota.
TIQ: What have been a couple significant contributions that the Tree Inspector program can
take credit for, either statewide or in your community?
Once a few communities started to allow existing staff to become tree inspectors, BOOM, city administrators started getting feedback. Positive feedback. Feedback from citizens who now had
SOMEONE in their community who could assist them with tree questions. Someone who was CERTIFIED by the State of Minnesota. Someone who knew what they were talking about. Someone who
had a direct connection to the Department of Agriculture or DNR or University of Minnesota, who
could get citizens the answers they needed. I truly believe the Tree Inspector program was a key, if
not the most significant key, that gave community forestry legitimacy across the state. Now communities had a person who could follow grant programs for their community forest. A person who was
up to date on the latest happenings befalling trees in their towns. Citizens saw the results and towns
across the state embraced the program.
TIQ: Is there one Tree Inspector experience or memory that you would be willing to share?
Alfred and Hilda. Northside of town. The elm on their boulevard, it was rotten. Up there in that crotch
at 28 feet. He was sure. It was going to fall. And if it did, it was going to hit their house. Right there
by the bedroom and kill “um”. He knew it. After examining the trunk and the base of the tree over
and over again (because you think he called me just once about this tree. OH NO) I reassured him
the tree was quite stable. So, as the summer progresses and, if you live in a small town you know,
that when storms come you will be the one going out at 2:00 a.m. cleaning up the streets. So as the
wind blows and blows, when you lay in bed, what do you think you think about? Yup Alfred and Hilda. Northside of town. Right there by the bedroom and Kill “um”. Na, it will be fine I say to myself.
This didn’t stop Alfred and Hilda however. So political pressure, me worrying every storm, it became
too much. The only way I will survive a career is if this tree falls in a storm it better kill both of them.
Because if one of them lives and one dies, there will be no way the city or I will be able to talk our
way out of that. So the city Fathers decided the tree had to come down. As the tree lay in the street
and I stand over the now new, entirely solid, healthy, rot free stump, Alfred comes walking up. I,
barely able to refrain from exploding in anger, point at the stump and say “Well Alfred the tree was
solid as a rock”. He calmly takes his cane and pokes at the stump and says “Yup, but well, at least
it’s down now”.
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TIQ: Is there one interesting thing about yourself that most people may not be aware of that
you'd like to share?
I never really liked trees much. Just kidding. Let’s see. After semi retiring from full time community
forestry, I attempted to establish a hazelnut plantation near my home on Belle Lake. It went well for
a few years until I realized more effort had to be dedicated to maintenance of the site and so, as a
result, my plans of getting rich on hazelnut sales dwindled down to only a dozen shrubs. Enough to
keep me busy just de-husking and cracking hazelnuts to make you crazy.
TIQ: Thinking back on all of the courses, seminars, conference sessions that you have attended, is there any one that sticks in your mind that had an influence on you?
Listening to the sessions that featured street tree inventories. We took those sessions and made
them come to life in the communities I have worked in. That along with the introduction of “The Missouri Gravel Bed” at one of the past STSC sessions. That too made a direct impact and was put to
immediate implementation in the field.
TIQ: How much longer do you plan on being a MN Tree Inspector?
You mean it isn’t forever? I think as long as I can get up and move. Why wouldn’t you want to keep
abreast of the latest tree info by attending recertification sessions? For a number of years more anyways.

Science Highlight
Fungal spore ‘death clouds’ key in gypsy moth fight
By Krishna Ramanujan
Originally published in the Cornell Chronicle
A fungus known to decimate populations of gypsy moths creates “death clouds” of
spores that can travel more than 40 miles to potentially infect populations of invasive
moths, according to a new Cornell study.
A gypsy moth caterpillar that has died in
the forest canopy
remains attached to
a branch while infective fungal spores
multiply within the
cadaver.
Ann Hajek/Provided

That’s good news as gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar) caterpillars ravage the leaves of forest trees –
especially oak and aspen – decimating forests, orchards and properties across the northeastern Unit-

ed States. In 2016, gypsy moth caterpillars ate the leaves off 350,000 acres of forest plants in Massachusetts alone.
The study, published online Aug. 17 in the journal Applied and Environmental Microbiology, describes a new method for tracking the geographic range of this airborne insect pathogenic fungus
from areas of a disease outbreak.
Better understanding of the distances these killer spores travel could help researchers correlate the
fungus’ range with weather patterns to better predict how bad gypsy moth damage will be in a given
year.
“One spore can infect a gypsy moth caterpillar and kill the insect, and after it’s dead, the fungus can
use the body to make one million more spores. An insect is a huge source of nutrients for making
spores,” said Ann Hajek, professor of entomology and a co-author of the paper. Tonya Bittner, a
postdoctoral associate in Hajek’s lab, is the paper’s first author.

Science Highlight - Fungal Spore ‘Death Clouds’
The fungal pathogen (Entomophaga maimaiga) first appeared in New England in 1989 and only infects gypsy moths. The pollen-sized spores stick to caterpillars when they walk over them. Once attached, a spore uses enzymes to create a hole and enter the caterpillar’s body, where a cloaking
mechanism allows the fungus to remain undetected by the moth’s defenses. Over four to six days,
the fungus multiplies and then kills the host, after which new spores are literally shot from the cadaver into the air, where they become windborne.
From May through June, when gypsy moth caterpillars are feeding and before they pupate, the fungal pathogen can run through up to nine infection cycles, while the numbers of infections increase
dramatically. During the study, the researchers found the peak caterpillar death rate due to E.
maimaiga reached 86 percent, meaning that if you found 100 caterpillars munching leaves that day,
86 of them would die within the week.
In the past, researchers studied the airborne spores by collecting air samples on a transparent sur-

face and studying particles under a microscope, a time-consuming and potentially inaccurate process, Bittner said.
The new method makes use of quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR), a standard method for
quantifying RNA and DNA. The researchers designed a trap, a chamber with a hole on the top.
“Whatever is falling in the air can fall into that hole,” Bittner said. A cup in the bottom of the trap contains a buffer that prevents the spores from germinating but preserves each spore’s DNA.
Back in the lab, the researchers filtered the contents of each trap for pollen-sized particles, then
measured the amount of E. maimaiga DNA in each sample using quantitative PCR. “We found there
was a correlation where if the trap was closer to a defoliated area, it had more spores, and further
away it had fewer spores,” Bittner said. “We did detect spores in a trap that was 70 kilometers [43.5
miles] from a defoliated area.”
Andrew Liebhold and Harold Thistle, both United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) re-

searchers, are co-authors on the paper.
The study was funded by the USDA and the Gypsy Moth Slow the Spread Foundation.

Trees & Pests
Birches and the Borer
By Ryan Murphy
The first tree I ever learned to identify was surely the paper birch. I still recall trips to a
family cabin in Wisconsin where they grew naturally and the accompanying urge to
peel away the papery outer layer of bark (probably as kindling for our intricately prepared fires).
Minnesota is home to five native birch species; Yellow birch
(Betula alleghaniensis Britt.),
Heart-leaved birch (B. cordifolia Regel), River birch (B. nigra

L.), Paper birch (B. papyrifera
Marsh.), and Bog birch (B. pumila L.). All of these birches
are relatively tall trees excepting bog birch, which is a multistemmed

shrub.

Identifying

birches in natural stands may
be confounded by the fact that

Left: Yellow birch, right: River birch

these species have the ability to hybridize if growing near each other. Birches have the characteristics of an early successional species, possessing an ability to grow on disturbed sites with a rather
strong aversion to shade, especially paper and river birch. Yellow birch and heart-leaved birch both
have an increased tolerance for shade compared to the others. River birch as its name implies is
usually found naturally occurring on flood plains and can be commonly found along the Mississippi in
Southwestern Minnesota.
As it is with any good story, our hero (the birch) would not be complete without its rival, the bronze
birch borer (Agrilus anxius). Bronze birch borer is a Minnesota native flat headed borer. It is related
to two other well-known pests, two-lined chestnut borer and emerald ash borer. Bronze birch borer
injures birches in much the same way as its other borer relatives affect their host trees. After adults
emerge, they will feed for a short time on leaves before mating and laying eggs on the outer bark.
Larva will hatch from the eggs and chew through the bark and begin feeding on the water and nutri-

Trees & Pests - Birches and the Borer
ent conducting tissues of the host tree. This feeding creates galleries which disrupt the flow of water
and nutrients within the tree, leading to decline and possibly death.
Birch species vary in their susceptibility to
bronze birch borer. Our native birches
have the capacity to tolerate a certain lev-

el of infestation. Bronze birch borer tends
to become a major issue when trees are
suffering from some other stressor such
as drought.
Due to the popularity of birch as a landscape tree, non-native birch species from
both Asia and Europe have been intro-

duced to the nursery trade. While these
species may be desirable for their growth
characteristics and aesthetics, they have
been shown to be exceedingly more susceptible to bronze birch borer. This mechanism of host susceptibility to an unrecognized pest is the same one currently
unfolding with Emerald ash borer. Ash
species endemic to the native range of
emerald ash borer are generally only
killed off when stressed or already in decline; however, our native ash lack the
defenses inherent in the Asian ash spe-

Oasis paper birch

cies.
A 20-year study on the resistance of various birch species to bronze birch borer is reported by Nielsen et al. 2011. This study looked at seven commonly planted birch species including paper birch,
‘Whitespire’ gray birch, river birch, European white birch, downy birch, monarch birch and Szechuan
birch. After the young seedlings were established, the plot was inoculated with bronze birch borer by
introducing infested logs.

Trees & Pests - Birches and the Borer
The results of the study are telling. Within 8 years of planting, all European white birch, downy birch
and Szechuan birch had died, additionally, monarch birch mortality was 88%. Conversely, after 20
years, the native North American birches showed much higher resistance with 25% mortality in paper birch, 27% mortality in Whitespire gray birch and only 3% mortality in river birch. It was noted by
the researchers that most mortality of gray and paper birch occurred following a severe drought. The
cause of mortality in river birch was not attributed to bronze birch borer as no evidence of colonization within river birch was ever observed during the 20-year study. Furthermore, this study showed
that paper birch and gray birch both tolerate a certain level of bronze birch borer infestation as 100%
of the study trees had larval colonization.
Admittedly, the results of this study were perhaps extreme due to the artificial inoculations of the plot. However, if you are planting near naturally occurring birch

stands, you may want work under the assumption that
bronze birch borer populations are already present.
Furthermore, try and choose a planting site where
stress from drought can be mitigated either through
the inherent site characteristics or artificial water supplementation. And if you want nothing to do with
bronze birch borer at all, go with river birch.
Bronze birch borer adult beetle. Photo
Credit: Whitney Cranshaw, Colorado State
University, Bugwood.org
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Reforesting Communities
Community Gravel Beds:
Helping Reforest Minnesota on a Budget
Jacob Busiahn, Dustin Ellis, Gary Johnson, Stephan Papiz
On the third Thursday of each month, the Minnesota Shade Tree Advisory Committee
(MnSTAC) holds an educational forum open to the public on a variety of topics concerning community forestry and Minnesota’s environment at large. The November
2017 MnSTAC forum featured a panel composed of Jacob Busiahn (City of Eden Prairie), Dustin Ellis (Hennepin County Environment and Energy), Gary Johnson
(University of Minnesota, Department of Forest Resources) and Stephan Papiz (City
of Robbinsdale). This panel was gathered to discus their personal experiences utilizing community gravel beds in both a research and community context.

The fully stocked community gravel bed in Robbinsdale, conveniently constructed adjacent to existing pavement with wide enough access for trucks and utility vehicles at the
Public Works facility. Photo by Stephan Papiz
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These photos show what root systems can
look like as the trees are harvested, note the
amount of fine roots on these river birch and
buckeye. Photos by Jacob Busiahn

The presentation was organized in the form of four sections with each section containing multiple questions. Here are just some of the questions that the panelists responded to:


What “style” of gravel bed do you work from?



What type of gravel do you use? What is the depth in your beds?



What is the type of irrigation and what is the frequency of daily irrigation?



What spacing do you use to stock trees? Shrubs?



When are the beds stocked?



When do you start harvesting plants? When do you finish?



What are the best species from your experiences? What have been the worst?

Reforesting Communities - Community Gravel Beds

Download the Presentation

This MnSTAC forum was one of the most popularly attended in recent history. It was
a valuable experience to hear directly from seasoned gravel bed users on some of
the specifics around implementing a gravel bed system at the community level. Lucky
for those who could not make it to the forum, the presentation has been published to
the MnSTAC webpage. This free downloadable document contains 53 slides and additional footnotes from the presentation. Click the above image to download the file.

Left: Forked bucket for easily harvesting gravel bed trees. Photo by Jacob Busiahn. Right: Fairly typical
profuse production of fine roots. Photo by Stephan Papiz

About this publication
TreeIQ - The MN Tree Inspector Quarterly is a publication produced
by the University of Minnesota in collaboration with agency partners. TreeIQ is a seasonal electronic newsletter devoted to providing timely technical information and community connections for
M i n n e s o t a ’s
Certified
Tree
Inspectors.
The University of Minnesota offers certification and recertification
opportunities and proctors new certification exams at the certification workshops. For more information on the Tree Inspector program, the certification, and other frequently asked questions,
please visit us at www.mntreeinspector.com.

Contact treesins@umn.edu with any questions or submissions.

The Minnesota Certified Tree Inspector program was first implemented in 1974 and
has since supported hundreds of participating communities around the state.
The Tree Inspector Program is administered by the Minnesota Department of Natural

Resources in partnership with the University of Minnesota’s Forestry Department.

